**JOB DESCRIPTION**

**Fairmont Hotel Overview:**

Renowned as the place to be, the Lobby Lounge at Fairmont San Jose is in the heart of the fast-paced, high-tech excitement of Silicon Valley.

This downtown hotspot features live nightly music, creative craft cocktails and contemporary bar bites including a selection of tantalizing sushi from neighboring TAKAI Sushi & Sake Bar. Spirited Lobby Lounge Mixologists create cocktails using the Classics Perfected Cocktail Menu - recipes created by renowned Fairmont bartenders who’ve reimagined time-tested classics for today’s discerning palates. Engaging Lobby Lounge servers delight guests with menu favorites like the Kobe beef sliders and chicken & waffle skewers.

**Stationary Engineer (Graveyard)**

**Engineer**

The Stationary Engineer will assist with the general maintenance and repair of all equipment and in all areas of the hotel facility. They will be the first respondent to all guest maintenance requests and will be responsible for the completion of other services or duties as requested.

**Summary of Responsibilities:**

Reporting to the Chief Engineer, responsibilities and essential job functions include but are not limited to the following:

* Ensures all work areas follow safe work practices and fire procedures

* Responds immediately to all work requests which concern Health and Safety

* Ensure environmentally friendly practices are followed when handling chemicals, lubricants and finishing products

* Responds to guest requests promptly in a professional and courteous manner

* Assists in maintaining the working condition of the building structure, building operations systems, equipment and controls, technical equipment of other departments, maintenance conditions in guest rooms, public spaces, back of house service areas, function areas and offices
* Complete all work orders with due diligence in a timely manner
* Maintains a daily log highlighting challenges, solutions and activities
* Maintains equipment catalog and the various systems’ directories
* Actively participates in the monthly departmental meeting by providing feedback and offering suggestions for improvement
* Other duties as assigned by Asst. Director of Engineering and Director of Engineering
* Participates as directed in the emergency response
* Other duties as assigned

3 TO 5 KEY SKILL SETS REQUIRED
Qualifications:

* Previous experience is an asset
* Minimum High School graduate with a related technical or trade certification (Stationary Engineers, Local 39)
* Proficient in all manners of building operations (including high-pressure steam boilers, HVAC, air compressors, gas distribution lines, heaters, pumps, valves, etc.) and possess general handyman skills
* The ability to use all general repair tools, read shop drawings and specifications and make rough estimates of required materials
* Good communication skills
* Physical ability to perform the assigned duties
* Must be creative, practical and have a pro-active approach to problem solving
* A self-starter, take initiative, who can work with minimal supervision

Physical Aspects of Position (include but are not limited to):

* Constant standing and walking throughout shift
* Frequent lifting and carrying up to 40 lbs.
* Occasional kneeling, pushing, pulling, lifting
* Occasional ascending or descending ladders, stairs and ramps

Visa Requirements: Must be legally eligible to work in the United States. The hotel is unable to assist candidates in obtaining work authorization.